Report for ARDC Code of Conduct – Community
Survey
Response Counts
Completion Rate:

100%
Complete

56
Totals: 56

1. My affiliation with ARDC is...
100

80

Percent

60

40

20

0
44net User / Mailing
List Member

ARDC Grant
Recipient

ARDC Grant
Applicant

ARDC Volunteer

ARDC Staff

Value

ARDC Board Member

Other - Write In
(Required)

Percent

Responses

80.4%

45

ARDC Grant Recipient

5.4%

3

ARDC Grant Applicant

1.8%

1

17.9%

10

ARDC Staff

7.1%

4

ARDC Board Member

1.8%

1

Other - Write In (Required) (click to view)

8.9%

5

44net User / Mailing List Member

ARDC Volunteer

2. How familiar are you with Codes of Conduct from other organizations?
7.1% Not familiar

48.2% Familiar

44.6% Somewhat familiar

Value

Percent

Responses

7.1%

4

Somewhat familiar

44.6%

25

Familiar

48.2%

27

Not familiar

Totals: 56

3. I identify my gender as...
11.3% Other - Write In

3.8% Female

84.9% Male

Value

Percent

Responses

Female

3.8%

2

Male

84.9%

45

Other - Write In (click to view)

11.3%

6
Totals: 53

Other - Write In

Count

N/A

1

Not Relevant

1

human

1

non-binary

1

nonbinary

1

why does this matter?

1

Totals

6

4. I identify my race / ethnicity as...
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ResponseID

Response

2

Caucasian

3

Human

4

White

6

Not Relevant

7

White

8

White Old Man

9

Latina/Hispanic and white

10

White

12

Caucasian

13

white

14

Caucasian

15

human

16

Caucasian

17

N/A

19

caucasian

20

White

22

-

23

Slavic

24

Caucasian

27

Caucasian
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5. Is there anything else you think is important for us to know about you?
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ResponseID Response
9

I'm a member of the LGBTQ community.

10

I'm super interested in ARDC and 44Net, but I am finding it really difficult to locate a comprehensive tutorial
introducing me to it all, how it all works, and possible examples on how to use it. I'm an engineer in the networking
field, so I don't need introductory info, just 44Net-specific, detailed, technical information laid out in a
comprehensive guide, in one place.

13

I was harassed out of SFWEM (ARDC Grant Recipient).

17

No?

22

FCC Technician license (USA)

33

Leadership in a Fortune 13 Corp (Cigna).

34

Sr Cyber Security Engineer

36

40 year career as instructor in military, undergrad and grad school professor, periodontist, and biotech executive.
CoC were critical in all of those environments.

38

electronics engineer

45

No

49

I've served in leadership for several open source projects for a decade.

52

I suggest only collecting personal information that is required for your survey. I cannot understand how my gender
or race has anything to to do with the rest of this survey, and thus, should not be collected
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6. I think Codes of Conduct are an effective way to help prevent misconduct and harassment.
8.9% Strongly Disagree
21.4% Strongly Agree

5.4% Disagree
1.8% Somewhat Disagree

14.3% Neutral

14.3% Somewhat Agree

33.9% Agree

Value

Percent

Responses

Strongly Disagree

8.9%

5

Disagree

5.4%

3

Somewhat Disagree

1.8%

1

Neutral

14.3%

8

Somewhat Agree

14.3%

8

Agree

33.9%

19

Strongly Agree

21.4%

12
Totals: 56

7. I think ARDC should have a Code of Conduct.
8.9% Strongly Disagree
3.6% Disagree

8.9% Neutral
41.1% Strongly Agree

7.1% Somewhat Agree

30.4% Agree

Value

Percent

Responses

Strongly Disagree

8.9%

5

Disagree

3.6%

2

Neutral

8.9%

5

Somewhat Agree

7.1%

4

Agree

30.4%

17

Strongly Agree

41.1%

23
Totals: 56

8. I think ARDC should encourage all ARDC grant recipients to have a Code of Conduct.
14.3% Strongly Disagree

1.8% Disagree

32.1% Strongly Agree

5.4% Somewhat Disagree

10.7% Neutral

14.3% Somewhat Agree
21.4% Agree

Value

Percent

Responses

14.3%

8

Disagree

1.8%

1

Somewhat Disagree

5.4%

3

Neutral

10.7%

6

Somewhat Agree

14.3%

8

Agree

21.4%

12

Strongly Agree

32.1%

18

Strongly Disagree

Totals: 56

9. I think ARDC should require all ARDC grant recipients to have a Code of Conduct.
19.6% Strongly Agree

23.2% Strongly Disagree

7.1% Disagree
17.9% Agree

7.1% Somewhat Disagree

14.3% Somewhat Agree

Value

10.7% Neutral

Percent

Responses

23.2%

13

Disagree

7.1%

4

Somewhat Disagree

7.1%

4

Neutral

10.7%

6

Somewhat Agree

14.3%

8

Agree

17.9%

10

Strongly Agree

19.6%

11

Strongly Disagree

Totals: 56

10. If you do not have Javascript enabled on your browser, please provide your answers to questions 6-9
here.
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ResponseID

Response

8

Euphemic does not solve fate

13

I think that a Code of Conduct can help prevent misconduct but is more important as a remedy.
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11. If you are familiar with Codes of Conduct, what do you think should be included in them? What are
examples of ones you like / think are effective? (Please provide links where possible!)
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ResponseID Response
4

A lot of the ones you link and many others available are good, but the most difficult thing in my experience is
enforcement. You need to find a good balance. I've seen communities where members publicly ridicule the CoC,
violate it, or ignore it / disrespect it. And a lot of these communities find it difficult to enforce it appropriately: they
either pack the resources, the commitment / will, etc. and the results end up being worse. With every public failure
to enforce the Code, more members may be lost. While the reputation of failure to enforce will not bring more
people that are more sensitive than the violators.

8

Simply remain objective

9

To me "harassment" is an extreme situation like a person yelling and swearing at staff or volunteers on multiple
occasions, using racial slurs to attack or belittle a group or individual, tracking down someone's home phone
number and calling them repeatedly at night, repeatedly making sexualized comments about an individual
volunteer/staff person/grantee when they've been asked to stop. These are things that aren't illegal, but are clearly
way out of the social norm and can cause extreme stress. These things are NOT harassment: Refusing to comply
with ARDC reporting requirements, posting publicly that ARDC sucks or that our decisions are bad, complaining
publicly that a particular board member or staff person is a jerk, refusing to work nicely with staff or volunteers,
telling someone you think their grant proposal is bad, telling someone you wouldn't want to fund their project in a
mean way, occasionally losing your cool and yelling/swearing/being harsh in a heated debate, talking (Read More)

10

Not knowledgeable enough to give you a meaningful answer....

13

I still like the IEEE Code of Conduct. It addresses conflict of interest and a techie's responsibility to the public good
(i.e. pointing out a public hazard that wouldn't be recognized by the public).

15

Nothing should be included in them.

17

Values, ethics, civil discourse, consequences

18

The shorter the better. If you really need to put one in, use one that is time-proven, for example the classic
https://www.arrl.org/amateur-code, except the "American" and "United States" parts should be written in a more
international way.

19

https://www.usu.edu/compliance/code-of-conduct/ This is the one from the University where I work.

20

Harassment clauses for protected categories: US law gives a pretty good sample here. Something about civility,
though that may be more difficult to enforce. I like the Rust CoC: https://www.rust-lang.org/policies/code-ofconduct

21

I think, there are not efective, I think the conduct is a cuestion of education.

22

It should be easy to read and understand, and not very long. It's like having a really long ToS, nobody ever reads it.

23

I think that an honor-based system is much more effective at internalising good behaviour than a legislative one.

24

Clear expectations of volunteer address coordinators, including but not limited to consistency in policy and practice
across all network address within the space, a Service Level Objective for response and resolution of inquiries, and
a clear publicly available escalation path.

29

Interaction and behavioral guidelines at a basic human and organizational level should suffice. Any more than this
will be counter-productive. Officially imposed codes tend to put the rules above everything else making their
enforcement paramount, no matter the topic and its importance. Of course, grant recipients should be a little more
restricted on their freedom of conduct, as entities which are direct beneficiaries of community "gifts".

34

Without a Code of Conduct and/or User Agreement, you do not have a legal leg to stand on.

36

Of the ones you offered, the one from the Tor folks was the most clear. Clarity, and brevity are critical. Simple and
uncomplicated language will make the goals and concepts in a CoC easy for all to understand and harder for
"amateur lawyers" to pick apart.

42

I think the CoD should also incorporate and apply to the ARDC IP space and should also be enforced. Although
such rules already exist, they should be publicly shared and enforced

43

the 2 main thing would be to have section that deal with harrassement and conflict of interest. And in the second
case, every time someone declare a COI when being part of a formal commity (TAC, GAC ) it should also be sent to
the granty and the whole comity for GAC and/or Board of director and to the mailing list and BOD/GAC staff in the
TAC members declaring a COI. This is for transparency

49

The Django CoC is relatively lightweight and has served the community quite well:
https://www.djangoproject.com/conduct/ https://www.djangoproject.com/conduct/reporting/ The Python CoC is
significantly more explicit (portions of that community have an ongoing problem with rules lawyering):
https://www.python.org/psf/conduct/ Re: ARDC grant recipients CoC: In the Django community, we don't mandate
specific wording for affiliated events CoC, but we do require them to have one. This seems to have been a good
balance, since it forces event organizers to think about it, but allows for some amount of flexibility to adapt for local
event culture. CoCs need a clear, documented avenue to report problems, as well as clear guidance for what
process will be followed after a report was made. Make sure it is clear who will be involved, make sure they truly
have the authority to enforce consequences. Make a policy, in advance, for what happens if leadership is subject to
the process. Whe (Read More)
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12. What concerns do you have about ARDC adopting a Code of Conduct?
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ResponseID Response
4

It's a step that must happen in my opinion, but must be done right. I wouldn't invest so much time in drafting the
perfect code, that can change, as much as I would spend drafting a plan on how to publicly enforce this, even when
this requires making difficult decisions, and promote and treat this as an important priority. Show and make
everyone believe you're serious about that, and it's not just a page on your website.

5

A Code of Conduct can often get quite long as it tries to clarify every possible topic and anticipate every situation. I
suggest you error on the side of simple and easy to understand, not long and verbose.

7

CoC's are something that have been widely adopted by younger generations, and thus are important for bringing
younger generations (as well as women, POC, and LGBTQ+ folks) into amateur radio and 44net. I am concerned
that some of the older members of our community are going to freak out about ARDC adopting one.

8

CoC expels cooperation

9

I don't think codes of conduct prevent or deter harassment. However, I think they make an outline of steps for what
happens when harassment becomes a major problem. I think it's a very, very good idea to outline those steps when
there isn't an issue so that any issues are dealt with in a way that is fair, transparent, mutually agreed upon, and
not reactionary. I agree with the people who have been saying that adopting a CoC is virtue signalling. In this case,
I think signalling our virtues is a good thing - we're trying to advertise that we are a non-abusive environment. I
personally appreciate when groups do this so I know where I stand with them.

10

Not knowledgeable enough to give you a meaningful answer...

11

Should have been done 20 years ago. This should also apply to the ARDC mailing list or anything associated with
ARDC.

15

I believe it will drive people away rather than welcoming people in. And even the process of trying to draft one is
having that effect. I believe that if actually adhered to, Codes of Conduct would politicize ordinary discourse,
fracturing the community. But in the usual case, everyone ignores the Code of Conduct -- like shrinkwrap and
clickwrap licenses, nobody bothers to read them -- until someone "in authority" invokes it to justify some egregious
action like kicking somebody out of a conference that they paid the ticket price for, or publicly shaming or censoring
or firing someone for an innocuous event or remark. I also believe that Codes of Conduct are deliberately used as a
weapon by activists for extreme minority positions, who use them to suppress dissent or criticism of their position
while recruiting members to their cause.

17

Lack of Focus, promoting unnecessary agendas.

18

IAny code of conduct is either only virtue-signalling and therefore useless, or it is not needed anyway because
everybody behaves, or it has to be enforced . Such enforcement usually gets ugly and invites(wannabe) lawyers to
argue about technical hairspliting, and cuts deeper wounds than what you had before.. ----- Now that is only 1 out
of 4 of your poll questions. Lets comment on 8) and 9) If, and how, other entities manage their affairs is no business
of ARDC. Encouraging, or worse, requiring recipients to have one will get them to adopt stupid and badly-thoughtout things, or - worse - just proforma adopting such a code without standing behind it (i.e. lying). Also, it opens up
a very real problem for the ARDC: How to react when you get a technically sound & good proposal, but do not like
the CoC of the applicant, for whatever reason ?

19

None

20

There will be complaining: ignore it. Having a CoC is critical in this day and age.

21

I'm neutral.

22

Potential to alienate potential ham users from the social connotations of having a Code of Conduct (minor).

23

People enacting bureaucratic pressure on worse-behaved, but crucial members of the community.

24

Asking for gender and race seems immaterial to the inferred goals of this survey and are almost certainly going to
introduce bias in the survey responses and their interperetations.

26

A CoC isn't an effective measure to prevent harassment by any means. That's a document. Documents cannot
influence how people interact with each other. The only thing that a CoC allows you to do is that, when there is a
dispute about behavior of a member, to cite the Coc when asking the accused member to leave. Though, be aware
that it is always possible to ask somebody to leave. You don't need a CoC for that. What is significantly more
important than coming up with a CoC is having a group of people who are trusted that look after the community
and moderate.

29

The current setup has worked for years without such an code, netiquette being generally sufficient. The issue I see
is that it will be US-centric emphasizing mostly US specific topics. And it will sacrifice potential progress and
constructive argumentation in the name of political correctness.

32

If it bans certain words. I don't think such "control" is needed. I just think we should encourage constructive
communication between people.

34

None
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13. Any final thoughts?
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3

Requiring code of conduct of grant recipients now might be a bit soon. ARDC could say that grants beginning in
2023 or 2024 are contingent on having a CoC in place.

4

Can't wait to see the CoC :)

5

I would focus on ARDC and not put requirements onto the grantees. This seems like a large can of worms that
could consume a lot of time and energy without much impact.

8

Keep your roots!

9

I am strongly against requiring or encouraging grantees to adopt a code of conduct. We shouldn't tell orgs how to
run their operations. They may not be ready to implement a CoC or a CoC may be extremely strange in their local
culture. You'll get groups that make one just to check the box. You'll also get groups where this backfires internally
into a strong reaction against being "woke" which may make people within the group feel isolated or pushed out.
You'll confuse international groups. In the end, if people in leadership want to ignore or skirt around a code of
conduct then they can. Top-down policies that force orgs to comply with our norms aren't going to convince anyone
to be more welcoming. I think a CoC is an important part of the puzzle for ARDC to become a formal, professional
organization - it's simply a way for the board to say something basic like "if you overtly, egregiously abuse our staff,
volunteers, or other grantees then we will tell you to stop emailing us" or so (Read More)

10

Nope! I appreciate all of your work in thinking about and adopting a Code of Conduct! Thanks!

13

I don't think many male amateur operators understand "mansplaining". A better appreciation could make amateur
radio more welcoming for women.

15

ARDC should stick to its already-tough job without detouring into a rat's nest of writing and enforcing political
correctness legislation.

17

Thank you for asking for community input!

18

Assume you already had adopted one of the standard "we don't discriminate on the basis of race/gender/etc" CoCs;
to the extend that this is not generally required by applicable law in the first place. Why would you be asking for
the submitters race or gender in this survey, other than using this information to weigh the input given and therby
do what you typically want to prevent ? What matter would the gender or race of a commenter except to discredit
the opinions given herein ? So please consider me mildly offended by having those questions there in the first
place.

19

Many of your grantees will be amateur radio organizations who probably have never thought of a code of conduct,
nor have even discussed one. If you do decide to require it of grantees realize it will take some time for them to
figure out what one is and get one drafted, get input, buy in and voting for it. Could be several months, and could
discourage some organizations from applying possibly.

20

I can't wait to see this!

21

I think the codes of conduct only will serve if you exclude the people that not follow the norm.

22

-

26

In my experience, many formally open technology communities that have adopted a CoC have diverged
significantly from their original goals and became hostile places that they haven't been before. In my experience a
CoC doesn't help a community to achieve their goals.

29

Basically this is ok as long at it doesn't step into the political realm, it should be relatively OK.

34

There are several online examples to pull from. (e.g. COBIT and NIST). I am guessing that this will be trans-boarder
(multi country) and you might hit a snag or two.

37

I am doubtful that the mere existence of a code of conduct will *prevent* inappropriate acts or comments by those
who are oblivious enough to do such things. But it is useful to have published a code of conduct when taking action
after the fact in a fair and transparent way.

38

good move!

43

wordings are important. let the community reviews them and accept some change. (not all of them you would be
overwelm by the flow of request
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This is a report for "ARDC Code of Conduct – Community Survey" (Survey #6776146)

